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The Liberty Court Recorder now supports video 
conferencing that allows courts to create a “virtual 
courtroom” connected across the Internet. 

Liberty Courtroom Conferencing

џ  End-to-end encryption of all of the media data, 
plus any other materials that are sent amongst 
conference participants. 

џ  Recording of each party on a separate audio 
recording channel, into a standard Liberty 
recording file.

џ  Participant identification and authentication, 
prior to their accessing the virtual courtroom. 

џ  Familiar Liberty Recorder user interface. 

The Liberty Recorder conferencing facility is 
purpose-built to address courtroom recording 
requirements. The system includes: 

To be viable, a conferencing facility must, at 
minimum: 

Conference Security

џ  Provides c  omplete end-to-end encryption of all 
the media data and other materials in accordance 
with encryption standards and protocols as de-
fined in the U.S. National Institute of Standards 
and Technology, NIST Special Publication 800-
131A.

џ  Allow the court clerk to verify and control 
access to the conference.

џ Only allow the Clerk to control the recording 
and conference system. Control cannot be 
handed off or hi-jacked by a third-party.

џ Ensure that the court clerk can identify all of the 
connected parties in real-time and, as needed, 
remove any participant from the conference. 

The transcriptionist must be able to deter-
mine which party is talking, at any given mo-
ment in the recording. Only by providing each 
participant with an individual audio channel 
will a transcriptionist be able to clearly and 
without challenge, be capable of determining 
the speaker. 

New Requirements 
for Hybrid and Virtual Courts

Courtrooms today may be required to hold hy-
brid courts or even courts where all of the par-
ties are remote from the courtroom. In such 
cases, the courts must continue to capture all 
of the court record and insure a valid tran-
script of the proceedings can be produced.

http://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/SpecialPublications/NIST.SP.800-131Ar2.pdf


High Criteria, Liberty Court Recorder and LibertyRecording.com are all trademarks of High Criteria Inc. 

Please contact High Criteria 
at 905-886-7771 for further details

The Liberty Court Recorder is available 
through dealers located across the United 
States and directly from High Criteria Inc. 

Contact your local Dealer:

Liberty Virtual Courtroom

Hybrid and Virtual Court Features

џ  Participants can be placed into a private conference 
room

џ  Participants can send documents and text messages

џ  Participants can share their screen with the other confer-
ence parties

џ  Support for existing in-court microphones captured in 
their own individual audio channel.

џ  Support for multiple in-court cameras such as witness, 
judge, attorneys and evidence cameras

џ  Record all participants, including parties coming across 
Internet connections, into their own audio channel

џ  Support for users with Android and iOS 
phones and tablets to participate and be 
captured in their own individual audio 
channel

џ  Support for telephone participants cap-
tured in their own, individual audio chan-
nel (requires VoIP phone line from the 
court)

џ  End-to-end encryption using standards 
published by the U.S. National Institute of 
Standards and Technology NIST Special 
Publication 800-131A

џ  Support to allow the court-clerk to ma-
nage the conference on their computer, in-
stead of the reporter

џ  Support for up to three interpreters do-
ing “simultaneous” interpretation. For ex-
ample, simultaneous interpretation for 
French, Spanish and Italian can be hap-
pening concurrently. Users dynamically se-
lect the language they want to hear

џ  Automatic bookmarks to document par-
ties connecting to and leaving the con-
ference

џ  Automatically stream proceedings to a 
pre-defined link that can be posted on a 
court website, allowing the public to watch 
or listen to proceedings any time the court 
is in session
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